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increase device stresses appreciably and, in particular, does not
hike the peak current of the auxiliary switch. Experiments
with this topology conducted independently by this group
(while being unaware of the work of R. Streit and D. Tollik
[I]) suggest that this AASS scheme can indeed increase the
overall efficiency of MOSFET based DC-DC converters and
active power factor conditioners operating at high switching
frequencies (100 KHz and above). An additional bonus of the
AASS is the reduction and almost elimination of parasitic
switching oscillations which complicate the design of the
input filters. Considering the benefits, this soft switching
strategy is now being implemented in a commercial product

The objective of the present study was to derive a
topology independent analytical model of the AASS family
and to develop a design procedure for optimizing the snubber's
parameters. This paper includes a unified analysis of steady-
state processes in a generalized converter which applies the
AASS. The results of this analysis are applicable to all PWM
converter topologies. Also included in the paper are key
design details of an experimental Boost converter which was
built around the proposed soft switching strategy. The
experimental results were found to agree extremely well with
the analytical predictions.

A bstract. A famIly or PWM converters wIth an
AuxIlIary SwItch Assisted sort Switcher (AASS) Is
studied. The basic AASS cell Includes an Inductor
connected In series wIth the auxiliary swItch or the
converter, a capacItor connected In parallel wIth
the main switch or main diode or the converter and
an addItional capacitor (designated a 'Flying'
capacitor) connected through an auxiliary dIode
parallel to the Inductor and through an extra
auxiliary diode parallel to the main diode or the
converter. The unified analysis or steady-state
processes In a generalized AASS converter, carried
out In this Investigation, Is applicable to varIous
PWM topologies. It Is shown that AASS Insures
sort switching or all power devIces and that the
voltage and current stresses are not appreciably
hIgher than In the corresponding hard s\vitched
PWM topologies. A desIgn procedure for
optimIzation or AASS parameters Is developed.
Experimental InvestIgation (a Boost DC-DC
converter 130/380 V, 1.1 kW, switching frequency
100...160 kHz) confirmed the results or the
theoretical analysis.

1.INTRODUCTION

The Zero Voltage Switching (ZVS) Boost topology
described earlier by R. Streit and D. To1lik [I] is an
Auxiliary-Switch Assisted Soft Switcher (AASS) that helps
to ensure soft commutation of all power devices. Soft
switching during turn on, for the main and auxiliary switches,
is facilitated by a resonant inductor while the turn off
processes, of both switches, are controlled by a snubbing
capacitor. A diode bypass toggles the snubber between the
main and auxiliary switches such that it is charged during turn
off of the auxiliary switch and discharged during turn off of
the main switch. Consequently, this 'Flying' Capacitor (FC)
reduces the rate of voltage rise of both the main and auxiliary
switches during turn off of each. The AASS is simple, easy
to implement and can be applied in other types of PWM
converter topologies (e.g. Buck, Buck-Boost, Cuk etc). An
important feature of the AASS is the fact that it does not

2. THE GENERALIZED AASS CONVERTER

TOPOLOGY

The analysis presented here was based on the following

assumptions:
1. The converter's elements ( switches, diodes, inductors and

capacitors) are ideal.
2. The inductance of the main inductor in buck, boost and

buck-boost converters and the inductances of the main
inductors in Cuk, Sepic and Zeta converters are infinitely

large.
3. The capacitance of the output capacitor in all converters

and the capacitances of the main capacitors in the Cuk,
Sepic and Zeta converters are infinitely high.

In the unified equivalent converter topology (Fig. 1) Ql is
the main switch. Q2 is the auxiliary switch and D is the main
diode of the converter. Other elements (diodes Dl. D2. D3.
inductor Lr and the capacitors Cl. C2. C3) are snubbing
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elements of the AASS. Note that Cl and C2 are connected in
parallel and hence only one of them is theoretically required.
However, Cl includes the parasitic capacitance of Ql and Dl
while C2 includes the parasitic capacitance of D. These
parasitic capacitances should be taken into account when
designing the converter. le is the current of the main inductor
in Buck, Boost and Buck-Boost converters and the sum of the
main inductors cumnts in Cuk, Sepic and Zeta converters. Ve
is the voltage applied to the main and auxiliary transistors
when they are 'off and the main diode D is 'on', Definitions
of le and Ve for different PWM topologies are given in Table
I (Vin and Vo are the input and output voltages of the
converter, lin and 10 are the input and output average

currents).
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Fig. 2. Basic waveforms of the proposed AASS when
operating in Ml mode. See Fig. 1 for
notations.

Fig. 1. The equivalent circuit of the generalized AASS.
See Table I for interpretation of the equivalent

sources Ve and le.

I Ie I Io I Iin I Iin + I(\

I Ve I Vin I Vo I Vin + Vo

Table I. Definitions of (Ve) and (le) of Fig. 1 for

various PWM topologies.

3. MAIN RESUL TS OF THE UNIFIED
ANALYSIS

As will be shown below the converter can operate in two
possible modes: MI and M2. Current and voltage waveforms
of MI and M2 are given on Figs. 2,3.

First we examine the time intervals which are the same in
MI and M2.

1. The power delivering interval when both transistors
are'ofr and the diode D is ton'. The diode current is
constant: iD = le. This interval ends at to when the

auxiliary transistor Q2 is turned on.
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Fig. 3. Basic waveforms of the proposed
AASS when operating in M2 mode. See Fig. 1
for notaiions.
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The voltage of C3 mayor may not reach Ye. This will
depend on the amount of energy stored in Lr. The
waveforms in the following time intervals will therefore
depend on the mode of operation.

2. Interval to-tl. The auxiliary transistor Q2 and the diode D

are ton'. They close a loop which includes the inductor Lr

and the voltage source Ve. A commutation process that

involves diode D and transistor Q2 is started and the

trnnsistor cUITent rises according to:

iQ2 = ir = ~ (t-to) (1)

and the coITeSponding diode cUITent decreases:

iD = le -iQ2 = le -~ (t-to) (2)

This interval ends at tl when iD=O (D turns off). At this

instant iQ2=le. The duration of the interval to-tl is found

from (2):

~to-l = tl -to = Ve (3)

3. Interval tl-t2. The auxiliary transistor Q2 is 'on' and the

main transistor Q 1 and the diode D are 'off. The current

iQ2=ir continuos to increase, but its increase is now

sinusoidal:

iQ2 = ir = le + ~ sin[ro'(t-tl)] (4)

-\' Ci"+"C2
where

ro' --

-~Lr(Cl+C2)
The capacitor Cl discharges and the capacitor C2 charges

under the action of the current ir -le :
vCl = Ve cos[ro'(t-tl)]

1
(5)

vC2 = Ve(l-cos[ro'(t-tV]} }

This interval ends at t2 when the voltage vCl changes its
polarity and the parallel diode Dl turns on.The duration of
the interval tl-t2 is found from (5) and (6):

tl-2 = t2 -tl = ~= i -.JLr(Cl+CV (7)

The current iQ2=ir has a maximum value at t2:

VeIrm = le + (8)

-r-r:;-
-\' C1":;"C2

4. Interval t2-t3 .The inductor Lr is shorted through the
auxiliary transistor Q2 and diode Dl (theyare 'on'). In the
ideal case when the circuit's resistance is zero the currents
of the inductor Lr and the diode Dl will be constant:

V
iQ2 = ir = Irm = le + ~ e (9)

~

Cl+C2

{6)

.. I Ye
ID1=lr- e= (10)

-r-r:;-

.\' Ci""+"C2
The gate voltage must delivered the main transistor Q1

any time within the interval t2-t3.

Mode 1 (Fig.2). In this mode the energy stored in the

resonant inductor Lr during the intervals tQ-tl and tl-t2 is

lower than required to charge C3 to Ve

~<~ (14)

and therefore

-rL;
Irm-'J C3 < Ve (15)

The interval t3-!4 is terminated when all the energy stored

in Lr is transferred to the 'Flying' capacitor C3. At !4:
(iVt4 = (iDVt4 = Irmcos[ro"(!4-t3)] = 0 (16)

and diode D2 turns off. The duration of the interval t3-!4:

1t 1t-~(t3-4)M 1 = !4 -t3 = W = 2"V LrC3 (17)

The 'Flying' capacitor voltage at !4:

-rL;(vC3) t4 = Irm-\, C3 (18)

6. Interval (!4-t5)Ml .The main transistor Ql is 'ont, it

shorts the current source le. The voltage across the capacitor

C2 is Ve and across the capacitor C3 is (vC3) 4 .This .t

interval is terminated at t5 when Ql is tW11ed off.

7. Interval (t5-t6)M 1. Both transistors and all diodes are

off. The capacitor Cl is charged and the capacitor C2 is

discharged under the action of the current le:

vCl = C leC (t-t5) (19)

1+ 2

levC2 = Ve -Cl+C2 (t-t5) (20)

This interval terminates at l6 when

This interval is terminated at t3 when Q2 turns off. As a
.result, the conduction of diode Dl ceases instantly and the
conduction of the main transistor Ql commences. That is.
the currents of Dl and Ql change in a stepwise manner.
Diode D2 also turns on in the same moment.

5. Interval t3-4 .Two independent circuits are activated. The
first one includes the current source le shorted by the
turned on transistor Ql. The second circuit includes the
inductor Lr, diode D2 and the 'Flying' capacitor C3. The
current of the latter decreases sinusoidaly:
ir = iD2 = iC3 = Irmcos[ro"(t-t3)] (11)

where

ro" = -L- (12)

.Ji:A
The voltage on the 'Flying' capacitor follows the function:
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vC2 = vC3 = Irrn ~ .The voltage on the diode D3

vD3 = vC3 -vC2 changes its polarity in this moment

turning D3 on. Hence

~ --~
Ye -Cl+C2 (t6-t5) -Irrn-\l C3

from which the duration of the interval t5-t6 can be

dmved:

t5-6 = t6 -t5 = [ Ye -Irm- (j;;: ] ~

-\' C3 le
(21)

10. Interval (t6-t7)M2. The equivalent circuit of this case is

the same as that for the interval (14-t5)Ml but in Mode 2

the voltage across the 'Flying' capacitor C3 is Ve .The
interval ends at t7 when the main transistor Q 1 is turned
off.

11. Interval (t7-t8)M2. The equivalent circuit is the same as

that for the interval (t6-t7)Ml. Under action of the current

le the capacitor voltages charge and discharge according to:

vCl = le
C C C (t- t7) (32)

1+ 2+ 3

(33)

The interval terminates at t8 when vCl = Ve and vC2 =
vC3 = 0. The instant t8 marks the end of the cycle and the

beginning of the next power delivering interval. The
duration of the interval (ry-t8)M2 can be found from (32):

v
(t7-8)M2 = (Cl+C2+C3)t

The capacitor CUITents can be obtained from (24).

8. Interval (l6-l7)Ml. Both transistors and diodes D, Dl and

D2 are 'off and the diode D3 is 'on'. The capacitor Cl is

charged and the capacitors C2 and C3 are discharged under

the action of the current le:

~ r le
v -v I -+tCl- e- rm C3 Cl +C2+C3 ( -l6) (22)

~ r le
v -v -1 -tC2 -C3 -rm C3 -C 1 +C2+C3 ( -l6) (23)

The capacitor currents are constant in the intervall6-l7:

I = I Cl
Cl eCl+C2+C3

C2
}I -I 24C2- eCl+C2+C3 ( )

I -I C3
C3- e Cl+C2+C3

This interval is terminated at l7 when vC2 = vC3 = 0.

Following t7 the polarity of voltage across main diode (D)

changes and D turns on. At the same moment D3 turns

off. The duration of the interval l6-l7 is found from (23):

Irm- rL;l6-7 = t7 -l6 = (Cl+C2+C3)~-\j <::3 (25)

The instant l7 marks the next power delivering interval

when both transistors are 'off and the main diode D is 'on'. It is important to note that all transistors and diodes of the
AASS operate under soft switching conditions (Table II). In
particular, the main transistor QI turns on and turns off under

ZVS, the auxiliary switch Q2 turns on at ZCS and turns off

under ZVS. The peak voltage on both transistors and all
diodes is Ve. The transistors and diodes current stresses are

given in Table III.
The main difference between the MI and M2 modes is the

magnitude Of~ of the main switch following turn off (Table

II). The slower rate found in M2 is controlled by the FC C3

(Fig. I) .However,to get this benefit, the peak inductor
current Irm (8) must be sufficiently high. This implies that

the improved ZVS of the main switch during turn off,
achieved in M2, is gained at the expense of larger conduction
losses in the auxiliary switch.

The inductor current at 14:
(ir>t4 = Irm coS(ro"t34) (29)

9. Interval (l4-t6)M2. The rest of energy stored in Lr is

-transferred to Ve through D2, D3 and Ql. The current of
the diode D3 reduces the main transistor current:

iQl= le -iD3 (30)
Consequently, the transistor current iQl will exhibit a
valley in the intervall4-f6 (Fig.3). This interval ends when
ir = iD2 = iD3 = 0 and the diodes D2 and D3 turn off. The

duration of this interval can be found from an approximate

equation:

Mode 2 (Fig.3). The energy stored in the resonant inductor
Lr during the intervals tQ-tl and tl-t2 is larger than required

to charge C3 to Ve:

-{L;
Inn-\f <::3 > Ve (26)

Therefore, the end of the interval t3-14 differs from the
Mode 1: at 14 in the Mode 2 vC3 = Ve , i.e.

Inn~ sin[ro"(l4-t3)] = Ve (27)

Consequently, at 14 diode D3 turns on. The duration of

the interval t3-14 is found from (27)
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4. THE VOLTAGE RATIO
s tate I Turn on Turn off Model

The derivation of the converter voltage ratio VoNin-
is obtained by equating the magnitudes of the positive
and negative volt-seconds at the terminals of the main
inductor. Furthermore, by substituting the volt-seconds
found across the main switch by a rectangle waveform of
amplitude Ve and duration toff e. one can define an
equivalent duty cycle (De) of the converter. The effective
off time is given by:

~-~

dl -Cl +C2

MI
Ql dv

~=O

dv le
""d1= CJ+C?+C3 M2

Q2 di V
--~

dl -Lr I ~-= !!i-
D

~-~

dl -Lr

Ts

fVQldt
o

<1Y-=o
d

Dl dv
"dt=O

di Inn

dt- -{L;c3

MI

toff e = --v;-

where T s is the switching period.

The equivalent 'on' time of the convener:

Ts

fVQldl
o

di ~"d1 = Lr M2
ton e = Ts --v;- tjb)

Applying (6), (7), (19), (21), (22), (25), (32) and (34)
we get from (36):D3 ~-~

dl -Cl+C2

MII~ =0
dl

2 t5-6 t5- 7 Irm- rL-;
(ton e)MI = (I -~tl-2 + t2-5 + 2 + 2 ~-\' C3

(37)
2 t7-8

(ton e)M2 = (1- ~tl-2 + t2-7 + 2 (38)

Defining the equivalent duty cycle as:

De =~ (39)

we can determine the voltage ratio VoN in using well

known equations:
Buck

Vo
-=D (40)V .e

In
Boost

Vo I
-=- (41)
Vin 1-De
Buck-Boost, Cuk, Sepic, Zeta

~=~ (42)
Vin I-De
The minimal value of the duty cycle corresponds to the

case t2-3 = 4-5 = O in Mode I and t2-3 = t{j- 7 = 0 in the

Mode 2:

(di ) V --~

dl t-Lr

6

).mJ- ~ ~
C3 -\I 1- (~) ",'

M2

(~; =0 (~) =0
,~, ~ t8

M2

Table n. Switching conditions of transistors and diodes
of the AASS.

Table III. The AASS transistors and diodes current
stresses

(ton e min)M2
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The maximum value of the duty cycle is reached when
instants t7 coincides with T s+to in MI and when t8 and
T s+tQ merge in the M2. The equivalent turn off intervals will
thus be:

ensures that the pulse delivered to the driver is never shorter
thl:!n the time required for the resonance inductor to discharge.

Without this protection the current of the resonant inductor
may buildup to dangerous levels.

t5-6 t5- 7 Irm- n; 2
(1off e min)Ml~- T-V;--\' C3 +16-7+to-l+~ tl-2 (45)

(1offe min)M2 = ¥+to-l+~tl-2 (46)

These expressions are further simplified by applying some
additional asswnptions:
1. The duration of the interval t5-6 in the Mode 1 is

negligible small.
2. The duration of the interval t3-6 in the Mode 2 is

descn'bed by equation

(t3-6)M2 = ~ Vi:;c3 (47)

instead of (28) and (31).
3. The peak voltage on the PC C3 equals Vein both

modes.

Under these assumptions the simplified equations for
both modes are :

Fig. 4. Basic configuration of experimental driver.

s. EXPERIMENT AL

The parameters of the experimental converter were as
follows: input voltage 130 V, output voltage 380 V, output
power 1.1 kW, switching frequency fs=100...160 kHz,
Lr=14.4 J.tH, C1+C2=1.6 nF (including parasitic capacitances
of the main switch and diodes), C3=6.5 nF, and the
inductance of the input inductor 0.35 mH.

The efficiency was measured to be 95.9% at fs=IOO kHz
and 94.1% at fs=160 kHz.

The experimental waveforms of the resonant inductor
current ir and the auxiliary switch voltage vQ2 (fig. 5)
confirm that the auxiliary switch Q2 is turned on under ZCS
and is turned off under ZVS .

The AASS soft switching scheme analyzed in this study
was tested experimentally on a Boost converter. The
experimental circuit included a saturable reactor in series with
the resonant inductor Lr to damp the parasitic oscillations
caused by the reverse recovery of D2 and D3 (Fig. 1). Also
included was an extra diode connected in series with the
auxiliary transistor (Q2, Fig. 1) to block its slow body-diode
from conduction and to reduce the parasitic capacitance seen
by the resonant network.

The experimental converter incorporated a novel driver
(Fig. 4) which improves the overall efficiency by reducing to
minimum the 'on' time of the auxiliary switch. The driver
operation is controlled by two logic gates (Al, A2) and a
digital delay. Gate A2 produces the drive to the auxiliary
switch conditioned on the main switch being in the 'off state.
Gate Al produces the drive to the main switch conditioned on
the voltage across it being below a predetermined (low) value.
The function of the delay is to avoid racing. That is, to give
the circuit ample time to secure the turn 'on' of the main
switch before the auxiliary switch is turned 'off. In the
present experimental circuit the inherent delays of the gates
were sufficient and there was no need for an extra delay. The
experimental system also included additional housekeeping
protection circuits. Among these was a pulse 'stretcher' that

Fig.5. Typical waveforms of the experimental
converter. See Fig.l for notations. Vertical
scale: 80 V/div and 2 Ndiv. Horizontal scale:
200 nS/div

ton e min =

1& -,. ".".,~, 1&-~ 1 Ye
(2 -1) "" Lr<C1 +C2) + 2 ~ LrC3 + 2 (C 1 +C2+C3)""i;"

(48)
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.4. Choose C3 by considering the ~ of the switches (see

expressions in Table II). The converter will operate in
Mode 2 down to a minimum le. From (26) and (8) we find
that M2 prevails as long as :

-(1:;
Irm low-\, C3

Ye ?: 1 (54)

6. CONCLUSIONS

The AASS topology analyzed in detail in this study,
seems to be an optimal soft switcher in the sense that it does
not impose voltage and cUITent stresses which are appreciably
higher than those of the corresponding hard switched PWM
topology. But yet, it insures soft switching of all power
devices. This helps to reduce switching losses at high
switching frequency and to reduce electromagnetic
interference.

The results of this study can be equally applied to the
design of other types of soft switched PWM converters.

7. DESIGN GUIDELINES

Given the basic data of the convener: nominal value of the
equivalent voltage (Ve), highest and lowest values of the
equivalent current (le high, le low), maximal and minimal
values of the voltage ratio «Vo!Vin)max and (Vo!Vin)min).
Since the 'on' time of Q2 (tQ2) is the limiting factor of the
maximum fs possible, we begin by specifying this parameter.

where

YeInn low = le IOW+
~ (55) ~

C1+C2

5.Apply (48) and (49) to calculate the minimal value of the
equivalent turn on interval of the main switch ton e min
and minimum values of the equivalent turn off interval of
toff e min.

6. Calculate the minimal and maximal values of the duty
cycle De min and De max, using (40), (41) or (42).

7. Calculate the switching frequency
fs = De min

ton e min
8. Calculate the minimum value of the equivalent turn off

interval of the main switch toff e min which corresponds
to fs and De max :

1-Dmaxtoff e min = -r;-

Compare this result with the values toff e min of step 5. If
the values of step 5 are higher return to step 4 and choose
lower C3 or return to step 7 and choose lower switching

frequency fs.
9. Calculate switching conditions of transistors and diodes

using Table II and the current stresses using Table III.
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